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Mtl duct cleaners
• tue les bactéries / kills bacteria
• Prévention incendie (sécheuse) / Fire prevention (dryer)
• Respirer l’air propre / Breath clean air
• réduit l'asthme, les allergies à la poussière
/ reduces asthma, dust allergies
• Gardez votre famille en sécurité / Keep your family safe

Call now

514-951-3328

FREE estimate over the phone

Call for a private home evaluation
Call for a
private
appointment

540 Tait, St Laurent
asking $618,888
3 bdrm semi detached
bungalow!! some renos
done but needs work!
Make it your own!

D
L
O
S
CALL FOR A PRIVATE SHOWING!
D.D.O. 227 Blue Haven
3 Bedroom; 2 1/2 bathrooms; Central A/C
& Furnace NEW; 1 car garage (rare in this area) ;lots of storage; large backyard

Lauren Marks Vesely
Courtier immobilier
Real Estate Broker
514-944-8336
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Just For Laughs Montreal
unveils festival line-up
The Just For Laughs Montreal Festival returns for its 39th edition, and for the first
time, as a hybrid festival of virtual and live
shows featuring the biggest names in comedy.

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
And two more firsts will also be featured
for festival #39. First of all, there will not
only be in-person and online shows originating from Montreal, but also from major
comedy hubs New York and Los Angeles.
Second, the annual Just For Laughs Awards
Show, which was in the past opened to only
industry and artists, will be offered to the
public as a streamed online event, and free
of charge.
Organizers recently unveiled its line-up
of performers who will grace the stage and
electronic devices from July 26-31. It’s filled
with a combination of some of the top
comics from around the world, made up of
both festival veterans and newcomers.
The Just For Laughs Live in Montreal
show, which will be performed in front of
a live audience and offered online and free
of charge starting July 30, will be hosted by
comedian Jon Dore, who was recently seen
on his CBC sitcom “Humour Resources”.
He will be joined by a line-up of Montreal
comics such as Jen Grant, Nigel Grinstead,
Cassie Cao, Marito Lopez, Rodney Ramsey,
and many more.
Just For Laughs will go live in L.A. with
Canadian comic Sabrina Jalees as host, and
the live on tape show is scheduled for airing online as of July 29.The west coast lineup includes Maz Jobrani, Alonzo Bodden,
Jeremy Hotz, Liza Treyger, Rachel Feinstein
and Gina Yashere.
The live in New York show has comedian
and Daily Show correspondent Dulce
Sloan as its host, and will air its prerecorded live show as of July 28. The lineup will include a number of festival alumni,
such as Todd Barry, Michael Kosta, Marina
Franklin and many more.
The Nasty Show, Just For Laughs Montreal’s most popular Club Series show, returns, but this time live from the mean
streets of New York City. Nasty Show veteran Big Jay Oakerson will take the hosting
reins for a night of eye opening, politically
• July 3, 2021

incorrect comedy, as he is joined by Donnell Rawlings, Rosebud Baker, Robert Kelly,
Yamaneika Saunders, Paris Sashay and many
more. This recorded in front of a live audience show will air online starting July 28.
Andy Kindler, festival veteran and comedy’s enfant terrible, brings back his Alternative Show, but this time live from L.A., as
he presents some of the more edgier, nonmainstream comics to the stage such as
Patton Oswalt, Maria Bamford, Brian
Posehn, Laurie Kilmartin and many more. It
is scheduled to air online beginning July 29.
Canadian comic Ali Hassan will be your
host for Comedy Night in Canada, which
will be performed in front of a live audience
in Montreal and air online as of July 30. Join
Ali and some of the best comedians north
of the 49th Parallel, which includes Arthur
Simeon, Kyle Brownrigg, Brittany Lyseng,
Derek Seguin, Courtney Gilmour and many
more to be announced later.
Crave and CTV Comedy Channel will
team up to tape a number of brand new,
original comedy programs from Montreal
(in front of a live audience, of course), and
will air on both channels at a date that’s yet
to be announced. On the line-up will include some of Canada’s best comics today,
such as Dave Merheje, DeAnne Smith,
Chris Robinson, Sophie Buddle, Paul Rabliauskas, Kyle Brownrigg and Chris Locke.
Once again, Kevin Hart’s international
comedy brand and multi-platform entertainment company Laugh Out Loud (LOL!)
will join up with Just For Laughs Montreal
with four shows that will air for free on the
festival’s website (www.hahaha.com). On
the schedule will be Comedy Gold Minds
with Kevin Hart, an interview show that
explores the minds of some of the world’s
best comics and rising stars; Date Night
with Chris & Vanessa is a dating show with
a difference, in which couples go on date
nights to not only have a good time, but
also chat about the issues and concerns
that people deal with in relationships and
family life; Quake’s House with Earthquake
is a show filled with recurring segments
(such as mancave revelations), celebrity
guests and comedy from some of the best
up-and-coming stand-ups;The Ladies Room
with Jazzy features online celebrity Jasmin
“Jazzy” Brown and her four friends (Natalie
Friedman, Briana Lawrence, Renita Woodland and Kiya Roberts), as they go on an
uncensored, no-holds-barred conversation
that gives an interesting female perspective
to a number of current issues.
And the annual Just For Laughs Awards
Show, which will be accessible to the general public for the first time on June 28, will
honour the following people for their outstanding lifetime contribution to comedy:
Dave Chappelle – Comedy Person of the
Year Award; Kristen Wiig and Annie Mumolo – Comedy Writers of the Year Award;
Bill Lawrence and Jason Sudeikis from the
www.mtltimes.ca

Apple TV + comedy series Ted Lasso –
Comedy Series of the Year Award; Saturday
Night Live cast member Bowen Yang –
Breakout Comedy Star of the Year Award.
There will be further announcements regarding this year’s programming schedule,
as well as the full 2021 festival schedule,
next month. Tickets for the live audience
Montreal shows will go on sale as of midJuly. For more information, go to
www.hahaha.com

Just For Laughs Escapes
And if you like getting your laughs in a
warm, tropical setting, then Just For Laughs
has the thing for you. From November 3 –
7, Just For Laughs, along with Pollen Presents, a leading company that deals with topnotch travel experiences, offers Just For
Laughs Escapes at the Barcelo Maya Grand
Resorts in Cancun, Mexico.
Through a series of shows and programs
involving stand-up comedy, interactive
events, bespoke activities, pool parties, club
amenities and so much more, Just For
Laughs Escapes – Cancun offers comedy
fans from around the world to enjoy five
days of the best in stand-up comedy live
from one of the top resort destinations.
There will also be solo/headlining shows,
multi-comic shows, podcast tapings, Q&As,
and VIP events.
Scheduled to appear during those five
fun-filled days in Cancun include Jim Jeffries,
Tom Segura, Nikki Glaser, Steve-O, Nicole
Byer, Jay Pharoah, Girls Gotta Eat, Donnell
Rawlings, Ron Funches, Debra DiGiovanni,
the Goddam Comedy Jam, to name a few.
Travel packages costs start with an $859
(US) early bird package. All packages include five-star luxury accommodations,
gourmet food and drink, access to standup comedy sets, live podcast recordings
and late night events … all in a full Just For
Laughs hotel takeover atmosphere.
For more information regarding other
travel packages and prices for Just For
Laughs Escapes -- Cancun, go to
www.pollen.co
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Solidarity with
Indigenous
Communities
The Musée de la civilisation has
been deeply affected by the
grave discoveries at the residential schools and is standing in
full solidarity with Indigenous
communities. In the coming
months, the Musée will take
several concrete steps in the
spirit of reparation, to demonstrate the importance of denouncing such injustices and
educating society about the reality and history of Indigenous
communities.
The Musée de la civilization
will light its tower orange from
July 1 to Orange Shirt Day, on
September 30. As a sign of our
solidarity, reception staff will
wear an orange button or
beaded brooch.The Musée's informational screens will display
information explaining to visitors the colour's symbolism and
our gestures of solidarity.
In creating its This is Our Story
exhibition, the Musée de la civilisation and La Boîte Rouge vif,
an organization dedicated to
showcasing Indigenous cultures,
met with First Nations and Inuit
representatives. Often hundreds of kilometers apart, 18
communities and 800 people
participated in this process.The
goal of the exhibition is to put
the Indigenous perspective centre stage, and its content is reg• July 3, 2021

ularly updated to present Indigenous realities as accurately
as possible. In light of the recent
discoveries and in the spirit of
solidarity, orange lighting will be
added to exhibition elements
related to the residential
schools, which already present
their dark and contentious nature. In keeping with this choice,
our guided tour will also be updated. Finally, a special activity
will be organized to mark Orange Shirt Day on September
30.
“We are deeply disturbed by
the recent discoveries on the
sites of former residential
schools. In fulfilling our mission
as a society museum, we always
try to present as accurately as
possible the realities of the peoples and civilizations who have
shaped our world.We have built
bridges with Indigenous communities. We strive to infuse
these relationships with respect,
recognition and listening, and
we look for ways to let people
speak for themselves.Today, it is
our duty to show solidarity, to
accept that we still have much
to learn, to move forward together and, above all, to never
forget,” said Stéphan La Roche,
President and CEO, Musée de la
civilisation
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Federal minimum wage
of $15 per hour to come
into effect on
December 29, 2021
Quality, dependable jobs are a
driver of a strong economy.
Canada's prosperity and stability
depend on every Canadian having a
fair chance to succeed. Yet, some
Canadians find themselves working
part-time, temporary or low-wage
jobs—sometimes more than one—
in order to support themselves and
their families.
In Budget 2021, the Government
of Canada proposed to establish a
federal minimum wage of $15 per
hour, rising with inflation. Today, the
Government is announcing that this
important change will come into effect on December 29, 2021, following Royal Assent to Budget
Implementation Act, 2021, No. 1.
The changes will affect workers in
the federally regulated private sector and represent an important
step towards reducing poverty and
inequality.
The COVID-19 pandemic has
shone a light on the essential work
done by low-wage workers. Airline
agents helped stranded Canadians
get back to the country, bank tellers
helped us handle the financial impacts of business closures, and
workers in the trucking industry
got produce and essential goods
into our neighbourhood stores.
Without them, the last year would
have looked very different.
A freestanding federal minimum

wage was recommended by the Expert Panel on Modern Federal
Labour Standards in 2019. It also
aligns with recent changes that ensure employees in the federally regulated private sector have a robust
and modern set of labour standards
that reflect the realities of 21st century workplaces. Unions and labour
groups have also played an important part in raising awareness about
the importance of such measures,
which will help improve the lives of
low-wage workers and their families.
As we look to Canada's economic
recovery from this pandemic, this is
an important step forward to ensure that we build back better.
Quote
"Every worker deserves dignity
and honest pay for a hard day's
work. Our Government has moved
forward with a $15 per hour federal minimum wage because we
know that it is a powerful tool
when it comes to fighting poverty
and improving the well-being of
lower-income families and communities as a whole. Thousands of
hard-working Canadians will see
their incomes rise to at least $15
per hour as a result of this change,
helping them with things like groceries, rent, sports or extracurricular activities for their kids." –
Minister of Labour, Filomena Tassi
www.mtltimes.ca

Quick Facts
The Prime Minister gave the Minister of Labour a mandate to improve labour protections in the
Canada Labour Code, including increasing the federal minimum wage
to at least $15 per hour.
The Expert Panel on Modern Federal Labour Standards studied, consulted and made recommendations
on: federal minimum wage; labour
standards protections for non-standard workers; the "right to disconnect" outside of work hours; the
access and portability of benefits;
and a collective voice for nonunionized workers.
Budget 2021 is an inclusive plan
that takes action to break down
barriers to full economic participation for all Canadians. This includes
enriching the Canada Workers Benefit, which will support about 1 million more Canadians and lift nearly
100,000 people out of poverty.This
measure will result in additional
support of $8.9 billion over six
years for Canada's low-wage workers.
The federally regulated private
sector includes industries such as
interprovincial and international
transportation, telecommunications, banking, uranium mining, most
federal Crown corporations, grain
services and Indigenous band councils.
July 3, 2021 •
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Don’t miss the
Tahiti Ti’a
Ma'i Festival
in The Islands
of Tahiti

From July 1-10, the annual Ti’a
Ma’i Festival (this year’s edition
of Heiva i Tahiti) will take place
on the island of Tahiti. A vibrant
celebration marking 140 years
of the Heiva i Tahiti, Tahiti Ti’a
Mai will feature traditional Tahitian dance and musical performances, fire walking, sports, and
historical and art exhibitions.
Immerse yourself in 140 years
of cultural history as we come
together to celebrate the
unique traditions of The Islands
of Tahiti.
Events celebrating the occasion will include dance (ori
Tahiti) accompanied by drums
and traditional instrumentation,
fire performances and more.
This 2021 edition of Heiva i
Tahiti is not the usual annual
event. This year’s event maintains the spirit and most important elements of the original in
a collaborative series of performances and demonstrations,
rather than in a competitive
format. The event will bring together 23 groups for six
evenings of unforgettable
shows.
The Heiva, which means gathering in Tahitian, is an expression of joy, strength and
resilience of the Polynesian
• July 3, 2021

people. The performances and
traditions expressed at Heiva
were discouraged by early colonial missionaries and prohibited
by the Pomare Code of 1819
which sought to suppress Polynesian culture.
This history combined with
recent world events, make this
year’s Ti’a Ma’i Festival a more
poignant celebration than ever
before, a jubilee of the lasting
traditions and spirit, or Mana, of
The Islands of Tahiti.
To learn more and purchase
tickets to this year’s event
please visit Heiva i Tahiti website ( www.heiva.org )
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This past Canada Day at 2PM EST the Ahmadiyya Muslim Jama'at observed Canada day as a day of solidarity, reflection and
learning. The grounds of the Iconic Baitul Islam mosque in Vaughan, Ontario which usually hosts ten of thousands of attendees for
Canada day, this year hosted a very different program. There were over 1000 flags planted into the ground, symbolic markings for
each of the indigenous children lost. Young Muslim children lead a special service and singing as part of the day’s program at Baitul
Islam Mosque.

$11.50
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The Government of Canada launches
online calculator to help businesses
apply for the new Canada Recovery
Hiring Program
The Government of Canada remains committed to supporting Canadian businesses
in the face of the ongoing pandemic. With
the recently announced Canada Recovery
Hiring Program (CRHP), hard-hit businesses will be able to hire the workers they
need to recover and grow as local
economies reopen. The CRHP supports
payroll as businesses grow, whether as a result of hiring staff, increasing shifts, or increasing overall pay.
Today, the Honourable Diane
Lebouthillier, Minister of National Revenue,
launched an online calculator to help eligible employers prepare their CRHP applications. This calculator integrates the new
CRHP with the Canada Emergency Wage
Subsidy (CEWS), automatically showing applicants which subsidy will provide them
with more support, based on the information they enter.
he CRHP and the CEWS both support
the payroll of eligible employers affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic. However, while
the CEWS was meant to help eligible employers keep their employees on their payroll and help them rehire, the CRHP is
designed to encourage businesses to
(re)hire and grow as the economy recovers.
The CRHP and the CEWS are both based
on four-week claim periods. From June 6,
2021 to September 25, 2021 (claim periods
17 to 20), the subsidies overlap so that, as
CEWS rates gradually decline, eligible employers would still be able to receive support through the CRHP if they hire more
workers or increase workers' hours or
wages. This will make it easier for eligible
employers to hire new workers and do so
at a pace that works best for them as different jurisdictions reopen their economies
at different paces.
For the four overlapping claim periods,
eligible employers can apply for either sub-

sidy, based on whichever subsidy provides
the higher amount of support. An eligible
employer must claim the greater of the
CRHP and the CEWS for a particular claim
period, but not both.The CRHP web pages
launched today include detailed information about eligibility requirements, how
payment periods are structured, and how
the CRHP is calculated.
Eligible employers will be able to apply
for the CRHP as of July 7, 2021, when the
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) will open
applications through My Business Account
and Represent a Client.The CRA will begin
to issue CRHP payments to eligible employers during the week of July 12, 2021.
The CRA recognizes and appreciates the
important role that stakeholders play in
providing feedback on how the CRHP will
operate.We look forward to continuing to
work closely with businesses, non-profits,
and charities as well as their representative
organizations as we deliver the new CRHP
to Canadians.
Quotes
"Canadian businesses have taken a substantial hit since the pandemic arrived. Our
government has been working tirelessly to
provide eligible employers with the support
they need to ensure these are not lasting
effects. Thanks to today's calculator launch
by the Canada Revenue Agency, Canadian
businesses will be able to easily calculate
and apply for either the new Canada Recovery Hiring Program or the existing
Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy program
in order to get the highest payment to help
them in their financial recovery." - The Honourable Diane Lebouthillier, Minister of
National Revenue
"Canadian workers and businesses have
showed incredible resilience through the
pandemic. Our plan to extend business
support programs and introduce the new

Canada Recovery Hiring Program will help
businesses support their workers through
the final stretches of the pandemic and hire
new workers at a pace that works for
them. By giving businesses certainty about
their support in the weeks and months
ahead, they will have the confidence they
need to create jobs and invest in growth."
- The Honourable Chrystia Freeland,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance
Quick Facts
The CRHP will be available to support eligible employers for all claim periods from
June 6, 2021, to November 20, 2021.
The CEWS is calculated based on eligible
remuneration paid to eligible employees in
a claim period. The CRHP is calculated
based on incremental remuneration, which
is the increase in the total eligible remuneration paid to active eligible employees in a
claim period as compared to the total eligible remuneration paid to active eligible
employees during the base period (March
14, 2021 to April 10, 2021, which is claim
Period 14).
The CRHP will provide a subsidy equal
to the incremental remuneration for a
claim period multiplied by a fixed subsidy
rate. The subsidy rate is 50% for claim period 17 and will gradually decrease to 20%
by claim period 22.
Similar to the CEWS, the CRHP will have
an automated validation system that will
compare the claimant's amounts against a
number of key validations. Eligible employers whose applications pass through this
automated validations process can expect
to receive their payments by direct deposit
within 3-5 business days.
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Largest Canadian stamp
dealer City Stamp
Montreal-based City Stamp is the largest
philatelic (stamp) dealer in Canada.
Founded by Robert Cooperman some 35
years ago when he was a teenager, the
company has an office on Ste-Catherine
Street W, but today does most of its business online, both buying and selling stamps.
We probably do around 5,000 transactions
per year; some with a single stamp for
thousands of dollars and some with five
stamps for $150, says Cooperman who is
now the company president. Overall, we
might buy or sell 15,000 items annually.
Our business focuses on obtaining and selling the top end of the stamp market.
We offer a unique opportunity to collectors to have a supplier with a vast and second-to-none inventory of the rarest
stamps from Canada, North America, the
British Commonwealth, and in many cases,
the entire world. At the same time, our
buying capabilities are equally as strong. No
collection is too large for us not to purchase outright with immediate payment.
We are always looking to buy the most
sought-after rarities from all countries. We
are known to offer very fair market value.
Collecting Stamps
Online sales have continued to grow for
City Stamp, now representing 70 percent
of sales. The Montreal market has shrunk
today constituting less than 5 percent of
the company's market where the USA
dominates with some 40 percent, followed
by 30 percent for Canada, and 30 percent
for the rest of the world. This is how City
Stamp reaches an estimated 60 million
stamp collectors worldwide.
Cooperman also attends philatelic shows
in Toronto, Ottawa, and other parts of
Canada.
ost clients whom we meet at stamp trade
shows are 50-70 years old and almost all
male. But online world clients are much
younger, between 30-60 years of age. I believe our clientele includes a great many
professionals: lawyers, doctors, and tech
people. The very expensive material in

City Stamp owner Robert Cooperman
many cases lands up with wealthier businesses owners, CEOs, etc.
Secured, insured shipping is how City
Stamp sends purchased stamps to buyers.
This is either by FedEx® overnight to ensure safe arrival or via Xpresspost™ or
registered mail for items valued under
$250.
Stamp collecting remains a hobby, but if
quality stamps are purchased at fair market
value, sooner or later they will turn into a
worthwhile investment, says Cooperman
when we asked about the rate of return on
a stamp collection.
Cooperman recommends that novice
collectors join clubs, which he says are a

great way to get acquainted with the hobby
and to meet other collectors.
Unlike some competitors which handle
other collectibles, City Stamp deals exclusively with stamps.The company offices are
open 11 AM-4 PM Monday to Friday or by
appointment; meanwhile the website is
open 24/7. Payments can be made with Visa,
Mastercard, American Express, and PayPal.

City Stamp
1134 Ste-Catherine W. #865
Montreal, H3B 1H4
1.800.615.2596
info@citystamp.ca
www.citystamp.ca

Boulangerie - Pâtisserie - Charcuterie

MERIDIONALE - CARAVELLA
since 1977

Bread • Pizza • Panini • Taralli
Assortment of Cookies and Amaretti
Pastries • Cakes • Cold Cuts • Cheese
Special occasion cakes • varrity of pasta

(514) 363-2760 / (514) 363-4211
Pina e Franco Ferri owners
• July 3, 2021

1699 Thierry, LaSalle, Qc. H8N 1H6
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Montreal’s Italian week
becomes ITALFESTMTL

The festival is changing its identity to better
reflect its image. As one of the largest multicultural festivals in the city of Montreal
and spread over several days, it was necessary to design a logo that better represents
its current positioning.
Previously, the Italian Week lasted for a
week of celebrations and was a small neighborhood event. Now it is an annual major
event welcoming more than 400,000 visitors and showcasing over 250 local and international artists.
The name italfestMTL derives from the
essence of the Italian community with a festive touch. Being the cradle of the festival,
the city of Montreal is the primary destination of the event, and MTL is its representation including the colors of the Italian flag.
This name has been gradually introduced in
recent years with its hashtag #italfestmtl
used by the event and its festival goers. It
was, therefore, a natural transition to modernize its image and make it universal for
all languages. With its tourist popularity increasing annually and with the diversity of
its local festival-goers, italfestMTL is adopting a name that fuses well with French, English and Italian.
The festival will continue its traditional
mission of promoting and sharing the
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legacy of Italian Canadians while focusing
on lasting impact, culture and entertainment.
FESTIVAL'S OFFICIAL DATES
This year, after the success of the previous online edition, the festival confirms its
virtual appointment but also is featuring
outdoor events. Safety and health measures
are being taken for the well-being of our
festival goers, our artists, our employees,
volunteers and all the participants of the
festival.
From August 6th to 22nd, italfestMTL will
offer you for this 28th edition Live concerts, shows and activities for all ages.
"After last year's innovative shift to virtual, we intend to have an open mind by
confirming online programming broadcast
on our website and social networks. Nevertheless, we will offer events on the
ground so that our festival-goers can share
the joy of being together, even if in a reduced way. In all, it will be three weeks full
of stimulating activities for the entertainment of young and old. "
— Me. Antonio Sciascia, President of
italfestMTL
" ItalfestMTL is pleased to once again
bring together all those who love the Italian
culture to celebrate the diversity of the

Italian-Canadian community. We offer a
new, fun and diverse web-based programming that will bring joy to every home. For
this 28th edition, on a positive note, the festival has prepared an overflowing program
of events and activities that will bring together people at a distance and in person,
in compliance with health measures, in
order to maintain a lively, welcoming and
participatory community spirit. "
— Josie Verrillo, Executive Director of
italfestMTL
ItalfestMTL is waiting for you with a new
program that includes on-ground activities
to virtual events therefore enhancing our
Montreal summer.
About italfestMTL
ItalfestMTL, formerly Montreal's Italian
Week, is a cultural event that takes place
across the city and celebrates the richness
of Italian culture. The celebrations surrounding the festival offer over 400,000 festival-goers a wide variety of shows and
activities showcasing Italian-Canadian
music, art, food, fashion and talent.This year,
for the 28th edition, the festival will take a
VIRTUAL TURN AS WELL AS SOME onground EVENTS offering a diverse programming from August 6 to 22, 2021.
italfestmtl.ca
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Call now

514-951-3328

FREE estimate over the phone
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Survey says … Family Feud Canada
is now holding virtual auditions
Since it first went on the air 45 years ago,
Family Feud has become one of the most
famous TV game shows ever, and ranks up
there in popularity with Jeopardy,Wheel of
Fortune, and The Price Is Right.
The format is simple. Two separate families “feud” it out by quickly answering
questions based on a number of audience
surveys; their goal is to find the number 1
answer from each knowledge-based survey
and obtain the most number of points after
two (or three) rounds. The winning family
then gets to participate in the “Fast Money”
round – with the same goal – in order to
win the grand prize of $10,000.
But Family Feud was much more than
that. There was the genial, humourous approach of its original host, the late Richard
Dawson; Dawson’s reactions to unusual answers from family team members if they
had nothing at all to do with the survey
subject; there were the choruses of “good
answer!” and “survey says!”, and of course,
the grating buzzer and its one, two, or
three superimposed red Xs if an answer
was not on the survey.
Another manner of Family Feud’s successful longevity was the way the show was
able to adapt itself without losing the original format and spirit of the show. There
were special celebrity editions, veterans’
editions, casts of classic TV shows, the list
just goes on.
Family Feud Canada, which airs on CBC
Television, is about to embark on its third
season, with Canadian comedian Gerry
Dee inheriting the hosting mantle made fa• July 3, 2021

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
mous by Dawson. And now, the show is
searching for potential families from all
over the country to compete on the program, as a virtual casting call and auditions
are now underway.
“The procedure is simple. All you have
to do is go to www.cbc.ca/television/familyfeud, upload a photo of your family team,
answer a few questions, and create a video
stating why your family should be on the
show,” said Donia Aly, Family Feud Canada’s
Supervising Casting Producer during a recent phone interview.
Ms. Aly also stated that the families
they’re searching for to appear on the show
not only represent every province and territory of Canada, but also represent its
many cultures and regions, as well as families with a sense of uniqueness. “We’re
looking for fun people, families with epic
stories that offer interesting glimpses of
www.mtltimes.ca

what their family is all about, and genuinely
relatable families. And if you want to help
put your community on the map, we can do
that, too,” she said.
There will be a total of 104 episodes
which will be taped for season three of
Family Feud Canada between September
and November, and are slated to be aired
starting this fall, almost immediately after
an episode is recorded.“We are looking for
as many families as we can,” said Ms. Aly.
“And if they are not selected for this season, they will be in the running to appear
on season four.”
The shows will be taped at the CBC’s
main studios in downtown Toronto, and Ms.
Aly emphasized that all COVID-19 safety
protocols will be utilized, including testing
on the set, constant cleaning, the use of
protective gear and social distancing (six
feet apart). “On Family Feud Canada, it’s
safety first. We focus on everyone’s safety,
which is why we are practicing these rigorous protocols. Even Gerry is respecting his
distance between the contestants, so sorry,
there will be no shaking hands with, or hugging the host,” she added.
“This is a game show that is fun to watch
and it’s like the ultimate family game night.
So if you and your family like to shine on
the big stage, represent your part of
Canada and love to have fun, then Family
Feud Canada is for you.”
Survey says … apply and audition for
Family Feud Canada now!
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The Devil May Dance
by Jake Tapper

U.S. Congressman Charlie Marder didn’t
know what to expect when he was summoned to St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New
York City during the last month of 1961,
for a secret meeting with then-Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy.

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
Basically, Marder was given a secret assignment by the Attorney General that would
take him away from the halls of the U.S.
Capitol for a few months in early 1962, and
plop him down within the glitz and glamour
worlds of Hollywood and Las Vegas. Using
as a cover of special consultant on the set
of the upcoming political thriller movie
“The Manchurian Candidate”, Marder –
along with his wife Margaret – have to conduct a discreet investigation into the film’s
star, Frank Sinatra, to discover if he really
has any ties to organized crime, particularly
with notorious Chicago mobster Sam
“Momo” Giancana.
Such an investigation is vital to the Attorney General, especially with his ongoing
crusade to bring down the mob; also in
light of the fact that his brother President
John F. Kennedy is planning a trip to California that spring, and plans to stay at Sinatra’s palatial estate in Rancho Mirage
(where Sinatra is sprucing up the place for
JFK’s anticipated visit; he even is building a
helipad to accommodate the president’s
Marine One helicopter). If Sinatra’s mob
ties are proven to be a reality, it could be
detrimental for the president’s reputation,
especially when he plans to run for re-election in 1964.
This is the case that forms the premise
of The Devil May Dance, the second political mystery involving the Marders that has
been penned by Jake Tapper, host of the
CNN programs “The Lead” and “State of
the Union”.
Like any mystery novel, The Devil May
Dance (which is actually the name of the
theme song to the 1961 historical epic “El
Cid”, which Sinatra sang, and was nominated for a Best Original Song Oscar) has
a murder – in fact two of them – that play
a central role to the plot. One involves
Chris Powell, a small-time actor who was
involved with the controversial Church of
14

Scientology and Charlotte Goode, a Hollywood newspaper gossip columnist who
possesses a great deal of documentation
that could be incriminating to many power
players in the movie capitol as well as
Washington, D.C.
And to top things off for the Marders,
they have to deal with some family issues
while conducting their investigation on
Sinatra’s world. First, Charlie’s father Winston, who is in poor health, was arrested
and charged with alleged ties to the mob
and is being held in the Tombs, New York’s
oldest and most notorious prison. As well,
Margaret’s niece Violet runs away from
home and disappears without a trace; rumours are the teenager has been spotted
in Hollywood.
There are plenty of plots and subplots in
this book, and Tapper manages to weave
them together to make a very cohesive and
enjoyable narrative. What I enjoyed about
reading this book is Tapper’s diligent background research that gives you a whirlwind
behind-the-scenes look at the world of
Hollywood – especially its seamy side – at
a time when the studio system was breathing its last gasp in the movie capitol. Some
of my favorite segments include the cocktail-soaked, blonde-laden pool parties that
involved the notorious “Rat Pack” (Dean
Martin, Peter Lawford, Sammy Davis, Jr. and
Peter Lawford) at Sinatra’s California and
www.mtltimes.ca

Las Vegas lairs; Margaret’s exploration of
the backlot at Universal Pictures, where
she gets to personally witness the filming
of the climactic bird attack scene on Tippi
Hedren for Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Birds”;
and the “private party” at Disneyland,
where Hollywood studio executives, movie
stars and other influential figures get to live
their debauchery fantasies that exemplify
the dark, seamy side of Hollywood that was
typical during its golden age.
The husband-and-wife team of Charlie
and Margaret Marder maybe a more historically-based answer to Nick and Nora
Charles from The Thin Man, but it’s that dynamic which helps make The Devil May
Dance interesting, especially when they are
unwittingly thrust into the middle of political and entertainment history and get
closely involved with some of the biggest
names of that era. Their interactions have
the right degree of wit and intelligence, but
also drags in the personal baggage that they
have to deal with, which at times can become destructive (especially how Margaret
deals with Charlie’s drinking problem and
his somewhat alleged infidelity with a chorus girl in Vegas).
The Devil May Dance, which is evolving
into a series of novels involving the
Marders, proves that politics, movies and
murder can make a fascinating – if murky –
combination.
July 3, 2021 •
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Ivan is gay, but he is married and has a son he adores

I CARRY YOU WITH ME
Love beyond borders
This movie marks the debut of director
Heidi Ewing as a maker of feature films
(she was nominated for an Oscar for
her documentary Jesus Camp in 2006).
Her background as a documentarist is
somehow present in this movie, which
is, after all, based on a real story. Images
that carefully capture the story's surroundings is one of the film's characteristics.
“I Carry You With Me" ("Te llevo conmigo" is its original Spanish title) starts
with Ivan (Armando Espitia), living in
New York, reminiscing about his native
Mexico. More specifically, he thinks of a
town in Puebla where he worked as a
busboy at a restaurant.Twenty years earlier, Ivan was married and had a child.
However, he was gay and had to hide his
sexual orientation; otherwise, he would
have risked social condemnation and
even death and the loss of his son.
Ivan's only confidant is Sandra
16

By Sergio Martinez
mtltimes.ca

(Michelle Rodriguez), a childhood friend
working as a prostitute. During one of
his escapades into one of the few gay
clubs of his town, Ivan meets Gerardo
(Christian Vasquez), with whom an immediate relationship would develop. Like
many Mexicans, however, Ivan has one
idea brewing in his mind: to cross the
border. He thinks that in the US, he
www.mtltimes.ca

would be able to fulfil his dream of becoming a chef and practice his sexuality
more freely. Sandra would join him in
what is a dangerous journey. Gerardo,
instead, would remain behind.
Eventually, Gerardo and Ivan managed
to get together in the US, but things can
never be perfect. Something is missing,
and that would chase Ivan even when his
American dream seems achieved.
"I Carry You With Me" is also an ironic
look at the inconsistencies of the US immigration legislation. Even with his
American dream somewhat realized,
Ivan couldn't get his status legalized.
This movie touches on issues of gay love
amid prejudice and a story of hope and
determination in reaching one's objectives.
In Spanish with English subtitles. Released
in theatres July 2 and July 9.
Duration 111 min.
July 3, 2021 •

Our Shea Butter Reigns
By Martha Shannon
mtltimes.ca

Where does our Shea Butter come from?
We can show you! At Earth to Body are fortunate enough to have friends of the family
who work with the Fédération NUNUNA.
Our friends have personally met these hard
working women of Burkina Faso, where this
miraculous gift comes from. We asked them
to take some photos and write a description
of this organically grown and fair -trade
product. We hope this allows you to feel a
closer connection to the Shea Butter we use
and to the hard-working women who yield
it.
“Our shea butter is imported from the
Fédération NUNUNA, a Union shea butter
producer groups based in Léo, Burkina Faso.
Located 165 km outside of Ouagadougou,
the capital of Burkina Faso, the Fédération
NUNUNA consists of 4596 women producers of shea butter and sesame oil.
Our shea butter is purchased according
to the principles of fair trade, meaning that
producers are paid equitable prices for their
products. Fair trade also implies environmentally sustainable production techniques, trade
with democratic producer cooperatives, as
well as safe and dignified working conditions.
The Fédération NUNUNA was the first association to receive its fair- trade shea butter
certification in the world.
The Fédération NUNUNA reinvests profits into its community, resulting in literacy
programs and the building of schools and
health clinics. It is strongly committed to pro-

• July 3, 2021

tecting the shea tree, thereby leading to the
species’ conservation.”
The Burkinabé villagers refer to the Shea
tree as "Women's Gold". It is considered extremely important in Burkina Faso.After cotton and livestock, Shea nuts are the country's
third most important export.
The oil is extracted from the kernel of the
sheanut. The women of Burkina Faso work
hard to process the nuts by crushing and
grinding them to yield Shea Butter. This
miraculous butter is high in fatty acids, vitamins and minerals and is also used in chocolate and cooking.
We are extremely proud of our Shea But-

www.mtltimes.ca

ter!
We use shea in several products, but to
truly experience the 'Women's Gold' try our
Sheamu or our Shargan Butter.
https://www.natural.ca/en/sheamu-butter
https://www.natural.ca/en/shargan-butter
We stand behind our products. We give
great customer service.Visit us at natural.ca.
Subscribe to our newsletter. ‘La Boutique
Earth to Body’, 89 Lucerne, Pointe Claire,
QC H9R 2V1) Email info@natural.ca We
are open: Store: Tues, Wed, Thurs: 10-4 For
curbside…Call store during store hours
514-428-0444 Outside hours call : 514-6940705
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9.

$

3551 boul. St. Charles,
suite #547,
Kirkland, Quebec
H9H 3C4

95

12 words or less. 35 each add. word.
¢

/week

plus GST & PST

E-mail or fax your classified to:

4 weeks

for the
price of

3

Other Features
Add amount
Framed ad + $2.50
Bold letters + $2.50
Capitals + $2.50
Centered text + $3.75
Clip art + $9.50
Picture + $14.00

010-033119

Great time to clean-up! Our classifieds are

Carpentry,Fences & Decks
Doors &Windows
Concrete & Cement Finishing
Brick Work & Tuck Pointing
Gyproc,Painting Ceramic Tiles

Over 30 Years. Experience

Tel.: 514.951.3328 • info@mtltimes.ca

SERVICE

SERVICE

SERVICE

Advertise your
business for
CALL FOR DETAILS
Call 514-457-7656
info@mtltimes.ca

Advertise your
business for
CALL FOR DETAILS
Call 514-457-7656
info@mtltimes.ca

010-100116

Arbo-Tech
Office (514)326-0423
Cellular: (514)969-9685

www.Arbo-Tech.ca

WANTED:
CARS, TRUCKS
OR VANS

FOR SCRAP
7 DAYS/WEEK
ANY CONDITION

444021912

514-685-5666

3” x 3” every week for one year

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS FOR

info@arbo-tech.ca

FINANCE
FINANCIAL
Problems?
Drowning in debt! Stop the
harassment.
Bankruptcy
might not be the answer. Together let’s find a solution.
Free Consultation. G. Bill
Hafner - Licensed Insolvency
Trustee 8585 St-Laurent:
514-983-8700.

•
•
•
•

Trimming
Pruning
Tree Planting
Removal of
Dangerous Trees
•Stump Removal
• Cedar Hedges

Tree Specialist
Free Estimate • Fully Insured

Gunsmith

14.75/

$

WEEK
• BLACK & WHITE / COLOUR EXTRA
• ARTWORK NOT INCLUDED
• SEND PDF 300 DPI
BY TUESDAY NOON
3”W X 3”H

ONLY

MIN

52

WEEKS

by e-mail
info@mtltimes.ca

NEW AND USED
RESTRICTED AND
NON RESTRICTED
REPAIRS

010-100419-113192

BUY & SELL

514-453-5018
SERVICE

kevinshea@sheapainting.com
010-042018

514.267.2378
www.sheapainting.com

BOKOR RENOVATIONS
In business for over 25 years

• Kitchens
• Carpentry
• Windows & Doors • Bathrooms
• Basements
• Brick & Cement
& extensions
PAINTING &
DECORATING
INSURED • BONDED • EXPERIENCED

www.bokorrenovation.com
RBQ #8346-8199-29

• July 3, 2021

010-110119-113215

EXPERT IN COMPLETE PROJECTS

Experienced in
insurance claims

Call 514-867-4192

110-110121

Antiquités Ste-Genevieve
Flea Market
Rooms & Tables* for RENT!
Sell everything at the
West Island's Only 2-Floor Flea
Market in Town!
Every Sunday 9 AM - 4 PM
ALL YEAR ROUND

*weather permitting

H
I
Q GH
U E
A S
LI T
TY

SERVICE

15,674 Gouin Blvd. West
Ste-Genevieve (Pierrefonds) H9H 1C4
WestIslandFleaMarket.com
www.mtltimes.ca
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Summer is Here!
Services include:
Full renovation and
remodeling Services
• Concrete Repairs
• Filter repairs
• Painting (all colours)
• Epoxy paint
• Sand blasting
• Closing pools

G
N
I
K
O
BO
W
O
N
S
B
O
J
514-225-1554
info@refecto.ca

www.refecto.ca
• July 3, 2021
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Due to COVID-19 please sign
up for e-mail delivery
- Stay safe!

Keep up with the times!
Social media • Graphics • Videos • websites
We do it all! E-mail for a quote today!
info@mtltimes.ca
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